Simple Seating
Collection
Turnstone Simple Seating is a go-to
collection of reliable pieces that can
flex with changing needs and be called
into service at a moment’s notice.
When attractive reliability is the goal,
Simple Seating is simply outstanding.

®

Simple Stool
Stools invite leaning in, sharing coffee and ideas, landing for
a while then moving on. The Simple Stool does everything you
want in a stool plus one more thing that most stools can’t do:
it stacks. Create a cafe environment in minutes. Then store it
to repurpose the room.

Simple Lounge
What exactly is the right recline and pitch in a simple lounge
chair? We found out through user research and created the
Simple Lounge. With a roomier seat, its comfort and design
are enhanced with arms, cushions, and slipcovers. Stackable.
Lightweight. Expressive.
Simple Chair
The Simple Chair is the easiest chair to add anywhere.
Pull up to a teammate’s desk. Populate a conference room.
Meet on the fly. Use the Simple Chair unadorned or with
optional cushions and slipcovers for added comfort and
design expression. Stackable four high, Simple Chair is a
lightweight, practical solution that accommodates everyone.

Statement of Line

Simple Lounge

Simple Stool
with Tailored
Slip Cover

Simple Chair
with Seat and
Back Cushions

TSAVNST
Stool

TSAVNLC
Lounge

Cushions and covers specified separately
TSAVNSC
Seat Cushion

Simple Chair
with Seat
Cushion

Surface Materials

Chair Styles
TSAVNCH
Chair

Simple Lounge
with Relaxed
Slip Cover

TSAVNBC
Back Cushion

TSAVNS1
Relaxed Slipcover

TSAVNS2
Tailored Slipcover

Seating frame available in 4 colors
7041 Milk Textured
7042 Shale Grey
7207 Black
7043 Moss
Fabric available in all Steelcase fabrics except leather and
vinyl
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